Altered properties of tumors induced by adenovirus type 12 DNA fragment transformed cells after growth in immunocompetent rats.
The GY1-3-1 cell line, which was derived from a rat cell line transformed by the Ad 12 HindIII-G fragment, can induce tumors in newborn rats but not in mature rats. However, when 10 mature rats were transplanted with a large number of GY1-3-1 tumor fragments, two developed tumors with a long latency period. These two tumors (GY1-3M and GY1-3Y) were quite different in properties from the originally inoculated GY1-3-1 tumor. Tumor transplantation studies revealed that both GY1-3M and GY1-3Y tumors could grow in mature rats and the number of takes with transplanted tumor was 100% with GY1-3M tumor and 40% with GY1-3Y tumor. Histopathologically original GY1-3-1 tumor showed a morphology of undifferentiated sarcoma, while the histologic picture of GY1-3M and GY1-3Y tumors was similar to that encountered in human fibrosarcoma and malignant fibrous histiocytoma, respectively. Both GY1-3M and GY1-3Y tumors, when recultured in vitro, gave rise to cell lines with a fibroblastic appearance although the original GY1-3-1 cell line exhibited an epithelioid morphology. In chromosome analysis, the GY1-3-1 cell line was pseudodiploid, while the cell lines from GY1-3M and GY1-3Y tumors were hyperdiploid or near-triploid. The metacentric marker chromosome, MI, was present in mitotic cells of the GY1-3-1 line and of the GY1-3M tumor lines, but absent from the GY1-3Y tumor lines. By Southern blot hybridization, multiple bands of cellular DNAs from parental GY1-3-1 cells hybridized with labelled Ad 12 HindIII-G, while only a single band hybridized DNAs from both GY1-3M and GY1-3Y tumors.